1922 George Burns Ken Wel Glove
This glove is in near mint condition. I like the Ken
Wel catalog testimonial at the time, "The only
glove that's different". This one doesn't get any
better……………………………………...$2,100

=

LARGE GLOVE COLLECTION – OVER 300 GLOVES
Any glovers coming out to Arizona or to get out of the cold, please look me up. I will be selling a large lot of over 300
GLOVES!!!! This is a nice lot that includes:
67 Splitfingers
36 Heart of the Hides
It is a great lot at a BLOW OUT price. Please, give me a call for all the details.
Beau McMeekin
(602) 373-6114 - 10am to 5pm Arizona time is best to reach me
Thanks, Beau

=

1930’s Goldsmith VM Valdes Model
Goldsmith VM Valdes Modelo fielders glove. Mid 30's near top-of-the-line Goldsmith glove. Clear endorsement.
Interesting laced back of fingers unique to this glove. Perfect lining. Nice Goldsmith button……………………….$225

=

c. 1890’s/00’s Catchers Mitt
The mitt is adult size and looks to have had a hook and eye closure. Front displays well and the back is a bit rough with
a lot of use. Regardless, it’s an early mitt or mitten and anything of this style is extremely scarce in any
condition……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$265

=

Early 1900’s Webless Buckleback Glove
Workman style glove with no webbing between the fingers or index finger and thumb. Buckleback closure is in excellent
condition and firmly attached. Exterior leather is in excellent condition, however the interior leather is in poor condition.
Nice starter glove if you are looking for a webless glove……………………………………………………………...$900

=

James “Rip” Collins Ken Wel 632 Basemitt
This very large (10.5” wide x 10” tall), mitt was barely used. Top line model in 1938 although this one may date to
the 1940’s. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed………………..…………………………………………...$225

1910’s/20’s Spalding Honor 12/0 Catchers Mitt
The top of the line Spalding catchers mitt from the late teens through the mid-20’s.
Model 12/0. A big, thick catchers mitt that is well used but has a solid intact lining
and readable stamping. The mitt shows innings of play and at the same time has
held up due to its superb craftsmanship. Great on hand feel. Perfect cloth
label...................................................................................................................$160

=

=

1910’s Bon Tober G35L 1 ½ Inch Web Glove in Box
This is a Bon Tober G35L mint in box glove. It also has the original round hang tag with the $4.00 price. The web is 1
1/2" with about 1/2" space at the bottom. In addition to the soft supple quality of the glove, the box is fully intact. I
believe it was issued before 1920. I base this not only on the web, but the pricing of gloves prior to 1920 were generally
in the $3 -$5 range, and by 1920 many were up to the $7 -$8 range……………………………………………….$1,750

1920’s or 1930’s Playdays 62-905 Junior League Basemitt
This is a little youth mitt in outstanding condition. It still retains much of its silver on the face, which is amazing for
how old it is. You would have to unbutton it to get your hand in but it would fit, albeit snugly. It’s all original and
no flaws to mention………………………………………………………………………………………………..…$85

=

Early 1900s Abercrombie & Fitch White Full Web Glove
This glove is all about the cool cross-over appeal of the manufacturer…and the rarity. It is one of just five
Abercrombie & Fitch gloves currently catalogued, and the only full web. A super soft white buckskin-like leather with
a very cool black and gold patch, the glove measures 8.5” from left to right and 9.5” from top to bottom. The lining
along the bottom has separated and exposes the asbestos lining underneath, and the glove has separated from the inner
lining as you can see in the pictures. With the proper TLC, this rare beauty can be restored to its former glory…...$350

=

c. 1930 Babe Ruth Spalding Left-Handed Glove
Reddish brown-leather Babe Ruth "Home Run Special" fielder's glove dating from circa 1930. This glove is all the
more notable for being a scarce left-hander's glove, which is apropos, because Ruth himself was a lefty. The glove
features what appears to be the original lacing between the thumb and index fingers, all of which remains intact. Pocket
stampings consist of the company name and Babe Ruth's facsimile signature, and the model name: "Home Run Special."
A Spalding label appears on the wrist strap. The offered glove displays moderate-to-heavy wear, but the leather still
remains fairly supple. Some ink on the thumb and wrist strap as shown in the pics. In Very Good condition overall.
This is a very scarce Ruth store-model glove and rarer still in a lefty model……………………….………...…$595 OBO

1912 Spalding AXP World Series Basemitt
=

A 1912 Spalding King Patent "World Series Model" AXP base mitt in super condition. Supple tan leather with brown
leather piping. The mitt features an intact buckle web, great factory stamps on the face, nice Spalding cloth tag. This
is a large mitt and top of the line in its day with nice on hand feel……………………………………………………..$275

=

1960’s Unusual Finger Guard Glove
Unusual strip of leather laced on to the fingertips. Was this Decker’s last appearance? The exterior, lining and
leather piping are all in VG condition. Glove is medium in size and a bit stiff. There are no visible stampings and I
can’t read the label. Satisfaction guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………$35

=

c. 1914 Ratsch Peerless G-150-BC Glove
Nice leather, leather piping, no ink or holes in liner, some silver in stampings………………………………………..$575

=

1965 Brooks Robinson Rawlings TT10 Personal Model
Heart of the Hide Glove
All new laces and patch. This personal model was only
made one year. Beautiful!..........................................$240

1920’s/30’s Pat Duncan Ken Wel 5DWS Glove
Duncan was one of the unsung heroes who whipped the White Sox in the 1919 World Series. The Reds and some of
the White Sox players claimed Cincinnati won the Series legitimately, despite the game-fixing scandal. Duncan led the
team with eight RBI in eight games.
=

This glove is a really nice Pat Duncan Ken Wel 5DWS manufactured in the 1920's or 30’s. The glove is in excellent
condition overall, with a nice endorsement, only flaw are the initials C.K.R. on the wrist strap. Just a fantastic example
of a very rare glove........................................................................................................................................................$375

=

1930’s Babe Ruth Spalding Glove
Spalding "Babe" Ruth fielder's glove. This glove is buttery soft and hole free. The glove is a nice honey color and
features a nice Spalding closure button. Great signature on this adult sized glove………………………………….$1,150

=

1910’s Buckleback Full Web Glove
A top-quality full web buckle back glove in super condition featuring a crescent pad stitched on the fully lined leather
inner palm. This is a full adult size 9 3/8" tall glove with wonderful on hand feel. I believe it to be a Victor manufactured
glove based on the wrist strap design…………………………………………………………………………………$675

=

1930’s George A. Reach Rainey Trap Web Glove
Very nice 1930’s Rainey web glove. Has the unique single Rainey web and also the pinky and ring finger lacing.
Outstanding quality with leather piping and smooth inside liner……………………………………………………...$250

=

1920’s/30/s Lou Gehrig Ken Wel 632 Zipper Back Basemitt
The mitt also comes with a cardboard repro ad sign. No visible stampings. Early Gloversvile patch. Functioning
zipper. Leather intact with smooth liner…………………………………………………………………………....$2,200

1910’s Repaired Pocket, Sewn Face Character Catchers Mitt
This one is just fun. It’s big, it’s thrashed and it looks cool. Primitive period repairs done to the pocket and back of
thumb. There are two small slits on the back of the fingers but one due to the folds, you can’t see them unless you put
it on and spread them apart. Perimeter lace missing at two eyelets but an easy enough repair, but why? It’s a highquality early mitt with a lot of character. Wish I could keep them all………..……….….…………………………$175

=

1920’s Victor, Wright & Ditson 1” Web Glove
Nice condition Victor Wright & Ditson 1" web fielders glove. Nice example of a tough to find manufacturer. Glove
has a nice patch, however a generic button closure. Glove leather is in good shape (no holes) however, there is some
chipping of the leather in spots………………………………………………………………………………………..$175

Early 1900’s Wright & Ditson Crescent Pad Catchers Mitt
=

This buckle back grommet web catchers mitt is a true rarity. It’s an adult sized high-quality model. It shows moderate
period use including a smooth lining that feels great on the hand with no holes inside. Straps are broken and it has a
very cool patched palm, which looks period. Great looking Wright & Ditson patch…………………………………$400

=

Early 1900s Spalding White Lefty Crescent Glove
There aren’t too many white Spalding crescent gloves out there. This early white full web crescent pad glove measures
7.5" from left to right and 9.5" from top to bottom. It has the A.G. Spalding & Bro. button and corresponding black
and gold tag. The asbestos lining is in fantastic condition all the way through the finger stalls. A fantastic early
crescent example…………………………………………………………………………………………………….$1,700

=

1963 Stan Musial Rawlings TT10 Heart of the Hide Glove
Rawlings TT10 Stan Musial Heart of the Hide all original glove, exceptional! One half inch leather strap tear at Snugger
Adjustment....................................................................................................................................................................$225

1926-27 Wilson 506 Professional League Catchers Mitt
This professional quality mitt has the Patented November 24, 1925 stamp on the wrist strap with lots of the silver
remaining. It’s a beast of a mitt. All the stampings on the reverse are bold especially all the thumb stampings.
However, the stamps on the face are all but worn away. The mitt shows almost no abuse or wear otherwise. The
lining is perfect, all the laces are original and tight. Just a fantastic mitt……………………………………………$225

=

1908-24 Spalding PXL 1” Web Glove
Great condition inside and out. Top or near top of the line glove circa 1908 through 1924. Stamping is faint but there.
Nice light buckskin color…………………………………………………………………………………………..…$325

=

1910 D&M/Rose Athletic Goods No. 700 Catchers Mitt
Original condition and stunning light tan elk skin leather with unimprovable factory markings on the face. The mitt
features a Decker Patent finger guard and dedicated grommets for the lace web. It's a full-size mitt and was top of the
line for the era. Both cloth patches are intact but show some wear. Great on hand feel…………………………….$600

=

1930's Bucky Walters George A. Reach FOB Rainey Trap Web Glove
Bucky Walters model FOB glove in near mint condition. Features a double Rainey Trap web. Supple top-quality leather
and great on hand feel………………………………………………………………………………………………...$675

=

1966-67 Billy Williams Rawlings XPG11
Personal Model Glove
This high-end model ($31.95, $253 in today’s dollars)
retains exceptionally sharp stamping in a perfect pocket.
There’s very little sign of wear on the back and a pristine
patch. Among its features is the short-lived Tri-Flex flat
web with geometric needle point. There is some crazing
underneath the wrist strap’s bottom and on two small
parts of the lining on the lining……………………...$150

=

1910’s/20’s A.J. Reach Full Web Glove
Super nice Reach full web fielders glove. The back side leather is a beautiful off-white while the front leather has been
darkened through use of some old time treatment (tobacco juice?). The glove feels great on your hand. The reach button
and patch are wonderful examples……………………………………………………………………………………$275

1940’s MacGregor Goldsmith SG The Snare Glove
Nice big high-quality Snare SG in great condition. The leather is supple and sturdy. All the laces are original and it’s
solid. Nice MacGregor Goldsmith tag on wrist strap and great smooth lining on a very desirable model from the late
40’s.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……$125

=

Turn of the Century Ratsch Peerless Webless Crescent Glove
Webless gloves are pretty rare. You know this. Webless gloves attributed to specific manufacturers are even more rare.
Webless gloves attributed to Ratsch Peerless? Find another. This glove is in fantastic condition with the “highest
quality wool felt” lining intact all the way through the finger stalls. The glove measures 8.5” from left to right and 9.0”
from top to bottom. See the 1903 catalog description (webless on the left)…………………..……………………..$4,500

=

1910’s/20’s Goldsmith 1” Web Glove
A large size well used high end Goldsmith fielders glove from the teens. Has vintage repairs, really nicely done, and a
stunning Goldsmith cloth label……………………………………………………………………………………...$225

=

1920 Goldsmith 148 Basemitt
This mitt is in near mint condition and is a really large mitt for the time featuring unique styling. Super supple all leather
construction…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$375

=

Wright & Ditson M2 Basemitt or Fielders Mitt
This mitt has a VG lining, piping and full web. It is 8-3/8” tall and has the straight top of a fielders mitt. Wright and
Ditson tennis player logo is visible. There is a hole in the palm and a small, but noticeable, area of surface damage on
the back. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed………………………………………………………………$275

=

1930’s Larry French JC Higgins 1680 Glove
Great rare stubby fingered glove with some silver stamping remaining. Good stamping and leather inside and out. Name
on wrist strap.
Lawrence Herbert French was a starting pitcher in Major League Baseball who played for the Pittsburgh Pirates, Chicago
Cubs and Brooklyn Dodgers. A knuckleball specialist, French batted right-handed and threw left-handed.
"My screw ball isn't as good as Carl Hubbell's. He throws his with more of an overhand motion. Mine is more side
arm. A screw ball is a troublesome ball for a right-hander to hit, for, thrown by a left-handed pitcher, it breaks away
from him. Its break is not so sharp as that of a curve, but it seems even more deceptive. As the batter says, it fades
away." - Larry French in Baseball Magazine (January, 1934)…………………………………………………$189 OBO

=

Early 1900s Victor Sporting Goods White Full Web Glove
This early white full web glove measures 8.0" from left to right and 9.25" from top to bottom. The lining is intact with
no tears all the way up into the finger stalls. There is a lining separation alongside and up into the thumb stall but is not
visible when on display. This is one of only a handful of white examples to be catalogued from this manufacturer…$250

=

1920’s/30’s Babe Ruth Spalding Home Run Special Glove
1920s/30s Spalding "Babe" Ruth Home Run Special fielder's glove. This glove is soft and hole free. The glove is a
nice tan color with great stamping. Great signature on this adult sized glove. Slight oil stain on the middle finger as
photos show………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$1,150

=

1955 Roy Campanella Stall & Dean 951 Zipper Heel Catchers Mitt
Very high end mitt. Unusual design with zipper almost all around the perimeter stopping at both sides of the web.
Some checking at the heel and lining and some writing on the strap. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction
guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$350

=

1950’s Mickey Mantle Rawlings MM5 Glove
Great leather inside and out with note to a 1" cut at the thumb. Great stampings & near perfect patch……………….$115

=

1964 Sonnett 1484 Lightning Model Glove
Top of the line ($37.50 - $314 in today's dollar), strong and
study pro model. Of all the vintage designs, no glovemaker matched Sonnett. Start with the “Bat Web” with bag
wings. Or the lightning bolts next to “Lightening Model.”
Or the early 1960’s Sonnett font on the front and patch. To
top it off, there’s the USA with the Olympic Torch! This is
in beautiful condition with an outstanding pocket, patch,
web, and lining. There is some wear on the back and a few
dark spots which might be erased with some elbow grease.
Fun, rare glove…………………………………….....$225

=

1930’s Iron Arm G41 1” Web Glove
Medium size, lower end model. Writing on the back strap. Buy it for the beautiful stamping – I did. Offers
welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………………$135

=

1940's Roy Cullembine XSN Basemitt
MacGregor Goldsmith Roy Cullenbine model XSN basemitt in near mint condition. Top of the line in its day. Striking
and supple black leather with tan lacing. Flawless liner……………………………………………………………...$250

=

2 Glove Lot - Roy Campanella Wilson A2000 Catchers Mitt & Lefty Gomez Wilson A2036 Glove
Both top of the line models in great condition. Great leather inside and out. Nice stampings and patches……...……$250

=

1950’s Vulcan Athletic Goods Pro-1 Glove
Here’s one for the label lovers. High-quality glove, rolled leather trim, perfect lining………………………………...$65

=

Goldsmith Model 57 White Sewn Web Glove
This glove is buttery smooth all the way from the white leather to the gorgeous contrasting dark brown lining all the
way through the finger stalls. When you put this one on, you won’t want to take it off! The glove has a 1.5” sewn web
and measures 9.0” from left to right and 9.5” from top to bottom. The original palm stampings remain, including the
model number (57). Turn it over and you see the piercing blue and gold Goldsmith patch, the gold Goldsmith button,
and the amazing dark brown lining. It’s not easy finding gloves in this condition…………………………………..$850

=

1940's Ralph Kress OK SH Glove in Box
Ralph Kress glove with box. Triple tunnel web with a buckle back. It's a really large glove and built like a tank. It is
mint and the nicest '40's model I've ever had. The original box is in great shape………………………………..…….$575

c. 1890 Primitive Catchers Mitt
=

A primitive catchers mitt circa 1890. It is really well-constructed for being homemade and has quite a bit of hand
stitching and some unique styling features based on the type of leather available at the time. There is an adjustable strap
at top. It's an extra large mitt at 11 1/2" wide and 11" tall. The overall condition is unbelievably nice and it is one of a
kind…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$1,800

1940’s Bernie Berardino Rawlings G450 Glove
Pro Model with flat-strip webs. I can’t find this in any
of the catalogs, so maybe its game-issued. Highquality with almost all of the original silver, perfect
Rawlings patch, and shining Rawlings metal button.
John “Bernie” Berardino was a journeyman for the
Browns, Indians (including ’48 World Champions),
and other teams. He was more famous for postbaseball acting career featuring recurring roles in
Superman and The Untouchables………..……..$200

=

=

1940’S Stall & Dean Chapman Model Glove
Unusual design of the web and backs of fingers. The exterior is in VG condition while the lining has some cracking.
Offers welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed……………………………………………………………….…………$225

=

1940 Lonny Frey Rawlings RV Glove
A rare 1940 Rawlings Lonny Frey model RV glove. Triple tunnel web and unique wrist strap. Overall fantastic
condition inside and out………………………………………………………………………………………………$275

=

1920’s Wright & Ditson Basemitt
Nice high-end Wright & Ditson Basemitt with an interesting shape. Great cloth label. Great condition inside and out.
All original lace. Innovative wrist strap. A beauty!......................................................................................................$325

=

c. 1924 Stall & Dean 0967 Speed Up Grommet Web Glove

Grommet web, hole free liner, nice leather, small 1/2" cut in palm, nice stampings & patch……………….$450

=

1940’s Martin Marion Rawlings 575X Glove
Uncataloged high-end, possibly custom made infielder's glove circa early to mid-1940's. Glove is in good soft shape
inside and out. Worn but intact Rawlings cloth label………………………………………………..…………….…$325

=

1962 Earl Torgeson Brunswick-MacGregor G222 Basemitt
MacGregor G222 Earl Torgeson - EX MT - Picture pocket, USA.
Correct hand (LHT)…………………………………………..$65

=

c. 1939 C. Valenzuela Pinedo MF 51 Pro Form Glove
Somehow this one came through the years in fantastic shape. Strong stamping, great cloth Pinedo (Mexico) cloth label,
great lining and all original lace. Fascinating to see the Pro Form Finger design used on a Mexican glove. Great looking,
front and back………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$270

=

1940 Joe DiMaggio Spalding Marvel 233 Pro Form Glove
Spalding Model 233 with Pro Form fingers. Made just one year,
1940. This one is soft and clean with an excellent endorsement.
Marvel Tannage leather. The lining is a little raw up in the fingers,
no holes, feels great on the hand. This model is very rare…...….$225

=

1960’s Roger Maris Spalding RM 42-201 Personal Model Glove

Nice leather, smooth solid liner and bold stampings……………………………………………………….$395

=

1930’s Goldsmith 3 Finger Glove
Presents well. Stiff, with cracking on the palm side. Lining and piping have been nicely replaced. No label or
visible stampings. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed……………………………………………………..$225

=

Two Earliest Rookie Era Vintage Mickey Mantle USA Baseball Gloves
Before landing a Rawlings deal in 1954 that would extend beyond his career, Mickey Mantle endorsed smaller brands
like Hiawatha and Denkert. Here are two of the very earliest from his rookie era in the early 1950s. These are both
three-finger models, a style that lasted until about 1953. I found both at baseball card shows; one in Boston, the other
in New York. The honey-color Hiawatha has very strong stampings and is soft and supple. Everything is original. It’s
in about excellent condition with some chafing in the interior lining. The Denkert MM is about VG. The Mickey is
fairly faint compared to the Mantle. A professional has patched the lining and restored the piping on the back. In my
25+ years of hardcore glove collecting, I have never seen either of these gloves. Great additions to any Mantle
collection……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$275

=

1960’s Whitey Ford Spalding 42-111 Personal Model Glove

Nice leather, solid & smooth liner and bold stampings…………………………………..…………………$375

=

Wilson A2000 1372 Pro Stock Glove

Great glove & ready to use…………………………………………………………………………………$300

=

1938 Dazzy Vance Jr. Ken Wel 533 Super Special Glove
Unique web design. Very nice inside and out. Lining and piping are too good to be original. Offers welcomed.
Satisfaction guaranteed……………………………………………………………………...………………………$225

=

1950’s Willie Mays MacGregor G25 Glove
Nicknamed "The Say Hey Kid", is an American former professional baseball center fielder, who spent almost all of his
22-season Major League Baseball (MLB) career playing for the New York/San Francisco Giants, before finishing with
the New York Mets. He is regarded as one of the greatest baseball players of all time and was elected to the Baseball
Hall of Fame in 1979.…………………………………………………………………………………………..$150 OBO

=

1940’s Joe Cronin Goldsmith JC Glove
Unusual gussets on backs of 3 fingers for flexibility and grip. Top line model produced in 1940 & 41. VG condition
inside and out. Small vintage repair between fore and middle fingers. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction
guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$375

=

1920’s Stall & Dean 8028 1” Web Glove

Nice leather, smooth & hole free liner and nice patch………………………………………………………$275

=

1950’S Sonnett Double Play Fielders Glove
Exterior is VG, but the lining has some cracking and writing. A candidate for your oddball shelf. Offers welcomed.
Satisfaction guaranteed……………………………………………………………………………………………….$65

=

1930’s Harry Davis Reach Basemitt
Reach basemans mitt endorsed by Harry Davis. High quality mitt with golden brown leather. Unique tie back wrist
strap. Fantastic Reach cloth label and great on hand feel with butter soft liner……………………………………….$300

=

1920’s Ed Rommel G16 Glove
Late 20's Model G16 Genuine Horsehide Ed "Ace" Rommel glove in EX+ condition. Rommel gloves are very rare.
This one had little use and signature is very bold. Rommel pitched for the Philadelphia Athletics from 1920 - 1932
winning 171 games and losing only 119 for a win pct. of .590…………………………………………………….….$185

=

Jim Leyritz Rawlings PRO-FMD-JB Signed “Game used in 1999 World Series” Basemitt
Leyritz homered in Game 4 of both the 1996 and 1999 World Series. Marker above the red “R” reads “RITZ 13”.
Shows use and comes with some (major league?) dirt. Letter of Authenticity from MastroNet. Offers welcomed.
Satisfaction guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………………………...…$350

=

D&M Crescent Pad Catcherss Mitt With Belted Heel Lacing
Buckle web and buckle back. Definitely a high-end mitt. Solid condition inside and out, with some checking in the
liner. Feels nice on the hand. There are no visible stampings and the label is shot. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction
guaranteed……………………………………………………………………………………………….…………..$775

=

Pete Reiser OK 758 Glove
Nice glove inside and out. Reiser was a Dodger favorite in the 1940’s. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction
guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$55

=

1920's Bill Cissell Marathon 4241 Glove
This glove is in great condition inside and out. A top quality all leather glove with fantastic on hand feel………..$250

=

1940’s Hig Higbie Rawlings/Allentown Sporting Goods G40 Glove
Rawlings dual label Allentown Sporting Goods Co. glove. Model G40 Hig Higbie endorsed. Fantastic yellow tan color
leather. Smooth butter soft inside liner. Beautiful Rawlings button. Just a great baseball glove…………………….$175

=

1930’s Honus Wagner Sporting Goods HW Glove
Rare model in rough shape. This is a wall hanger. There is a split in the palm between the H and W and stamping
above. “Honus” is faint, but visible in the palm. Vertical tunnel web is partially missing on the thumb side. Offers
welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………………$145

1940’s Pete Reiser MacGregor Goldsmith JCL Glove
Top-of-the-line Pete Reiser JCL Snare Model. In 1942 MacGregor
Goldsmith declared that this “long-fingered model [was] built
according to the ideas and specifications of leading Major League
players.” The Snare was the company’s answer to legendary
Rawlings rolled lace model. All original with glistening Art Deco
metal button…………………………………………..………….$225

1940’s Forest Leather Products Catchers Mitt
Very rare 1940’s Forest Leather catchers mitt. Popular
regional brand due its killer label, one of the hobby’s greatest;
and this one is in perfect shape. Medium-sized in solid shape.
Vintage web lace repair that still holds up……………….$175

=

=

1933-35 Wilson 654 Zipper Heel Glove
Exterior is soft and supple. Lining is checkered. Zipper pull tab is not original. Rare glove with unusual design.
Offers welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed………………………………………………………………………….$725

=

1955-57 Gil Hodges Wilson A2820 Professional Model Basemitt
EX MT — Hardly used. Rolled leather trim, perfect lining, red-white-and-blue label, close to 100% silver. High-quality
mitt…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$75

=

1930’s/40’s Roy Hughes Van Dervoort 542 Glove
Rare Van Dervoort brand baseball glove. Endorsed by Roy Hughes model 542. Probably made by Ken Wel. Light
name on front heal. Feels great on hand with a smooth liner………………………………………………………….$125

=

1968-71 Rawlings DB7 Heart of the Hide Catchers Mitt
Rare 1968-1971 Rawlings HOH USA DB7 Catcher’s Mitt. I believe this to be the first high-end catcher’s mitt to adopt
the basket web. Sturdy and smallish (for an HOH). Great lining and label…………………………………………..$125

1970’s MacGregor KC1P Glove
Early 1970’s McGregor USA KC1P Outfielder’s Glove. This cowhide version is
identical to the kangaroo models used by Willie Mays, Hank Aaron, and Lou Brock. (Not
sure if they used cowhide as well as kangaroo – see Mays Gamer with white
background.) It features the beautiful double post, lattice-like web with hand stitched
squares and rectangles. Adjacent to the beautiful MacGregor label is stamped
"ADJUSTA WRIST” and “PADDED HEEL”. The thumb reads MADE IN USA. All
original lacing………..…………….………………………………………………...$325

=

1956 Spalding 1001 Pro Model Glove
In 1956, top-of-the-line, one-year wonder was Spalding’s “finest
professional glove” and “superbly made by master glove
makers.” Like the 1956 Chevrolet One-Fifty, it was built for
power and speed. One of the beefiest, most stream-lined vintage
gloves you’ll ever see. In 1956, it was Spalding’s most
expensive glove, retailing for $30 (the equivalent of $283 in
2020). This extremely rare example happens to be in exceptional
condition with mint attributes such as a pristine patch, smooth
lining, and shiny brass button. The form pocket is perfectly
bowl-shaped. There is some minor spotting and toning on the
back. This may be your only chance, certainly in this
condition…………………………………………………...$450

=

=

1915 Spalding BB1 World Series Model Glove
The white buckskin leather is in super condition, very supple and soft. The removable leather liner is flawless. No
rips or tears anywhere. The markings on the face are all there. The patch, button, leather piping and lacing are all
100%........................................................................................................................................................................$1,500

=

1930’s/40’s Bill Doak Rawlings H3 Glove
This very large glove has soft and supple leather inside and out and feels terrific on the hand. There are flaws:
Piping on the strap is shot and the Doak label is gone. Also, there are holes in the ends of the fingers where they were
laced together. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed……………………………………………………...…$425

=

1957 Mickey Mantle Rawlings MM4 Glove
Rare 1957 Mickey Mantle Rawlings MM4 right-handed glove. Has the 1957 one year only black Rawlings
label. Glove is nicely oiled and smooth liner, excellent patch and stampings, light marking on thumb
side…………………………………………………………………………………………………………......$185 OBO

=

1920’s/30’s Yale F92WE College Model White Tunnel Loop Web Glove
This white tunnel loop glove measures 9" from left to right and 9" from top to bottom. Are you an Ivy League
memorabilia collector looking for a unique piece to add to your display? This beauty would also be a great piece for the
Yale alum or perhaps for a current or aspiring Yale student. Or you may want to add it just because it is a cool white
glove in fantastic condition. Whatever the case, this one won’t last long!.....................................................................$300

=

Early 1900’s Spalding Decker Patent Crescent Lefty Catchers mitt
If you like catchers mitts and unique is what you seek – look no further! As you know, lefty gloves are far more scarce
than their righty counterparts. But when it comes to lefty catchers mitts, they are even more rare. Add to it the elements
of being a specific brand (Spalding), along with the crescent and Decker variations and you have the makings of
something very special. The mitt measures 10” from top to bottom and 11” from left to right. It is a thick-padded beast
like many of the mitts from this time. This is the only catalogued lefty Decker catcher’s mitt on the Baseball Glove
Collector’s website……………………………………………………………………………………………………...$750

=

1940’s Bill Myers Hutch Glove
Outstanding condition slightly orange color leather. Very high-quality glove with rolled leather piping. Awesome
Hutch baseball button. Very smooth clean and soft inside liner………………………………………………………..$90

=

1910’s/20’s A.J. Reach 1” Web Glove
1915’s era A. J. Reach 1” sewn web baseball glove. Nice tan color with contrasting white piping. Has the half leather
half felt liner that feels nice. Great cloth label………………………………………………………………………...$300

1980’s Rawlings PRO CLT-T Cantilever TrapEze
Catchers Mitt
Early 80’s PRO CLT-T Rawlings USA made Cantilever
TrapEze catchers mitt. Very Rare as all other Cantilever
models were made in Japan. All original with pad insert
except TrapEze relaced……………..……………….$250

=

=

1980’s/90’s Rawlings PRO 6-HF Heart of the Hide Glove
Stone, cold mint, with the original hang tag. The only flaw is a 1/4” mark, probably from a ballpoint pen, just above the
label between the third and fourth fingers. According to Joe Philips, this was the preferred model of Cal Ripken Jr. and
Alex Rodriguez………………………………………………………………………………………………...……..$500

=

1910’s A.J. Reach Full Web Glove
1910’s era A.J. Reach full web baseball glove. Nice chocolate brown color glove with nice Reach label and button.
Feels great on hand with a thick full wool liner. Outstanding early glove…………………………………………….$475

=

1940’s Yale SBF95 Glove
Very little use, leather trim, perfect lining. One broken lace in one of the tunnel webs, otherwise perfect.
“U.S.” could indicate possible military issue……………………………………………………………………..……$45

=

1930’s McKinnon Glove
Very little use, perfect lining, initials on wrist strap…………………………………………………………………..$35

=

1940’s Merrill May Rawlings MM Glove
A rare 1940's Rawlings Merrill May model MM glove in near mint condition……………………………………….$375

=

1940's George Sisler Rawlings GS Basemitt
This mitt is in near mint condition. A Large mitt with the finest leather and built like a tank. A rare professional model
with a buckle back feature…………………………………………………………………………………………….$475

=

1920’s Bill Doak Rawlings Original Glove
Rawlings early Bill Doak. Nice leather & liner. Patch is there but worn…………………………………………..…$150

=

1920’s Horace Partridge Basemitt
Early Horace Partridge baseman’s mitt. Mitt has the large HP cloth label that has wear. Inside feels good with cool
fingertip grip pads. Buckle back straps in good condition. Smaller glove but fits my hand fine……………………...$135

=

Mark McGwire Rawlings RFM 15B Basemitt
This is a Rawlings RFM 15B in gem condition. It measures 11” tall………………..…………………………………$75

=

Three Glove/Mitt Lot
Lot of 3 gloves. Cream color large Marathon catchers mitt that is in overall nice condition. Rawlings left-handed
grommet web fielders glove with early Rawlings label. Soft and supple leather inside and out. Davega buckleback
fielders glove. Has the rarely seen black and gold Davega cloth label. Needs a good cleaning………………………$250

GOING, GOING, GONE
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LAST CHANCE SECTION
The following gloves and mitts are still available
from previous lists and appear in this section for
the last time. They will not appear on future lists.

=

1910’s A.J. Reach Fielders Mitt
Nice Reach patch. Smooth outside leather, liner rough……………………………………………………………....$395

1920’s Rev-O-Noc Catchers Mitt
This extremely rare brand is soft inside and out. It’s a large adult sized mitt and he inner lining is smooth and feels
good on the hand. The tag is frayed a bit on the bottom left. It does have a little hole underneath the right buckle
strap and visible when stretched out or when put on. There are a few numbers on the back of the thumb. It’s in all
original condition and should clean up nicely………………………………………………………………………$100

1930’s Ray Schalk Wilson 507 Catchers Mitt
This is a Vintage 30's Wilson model 507 Ray Schalk catchers mitt.
The glove is in excellent vintage condition. The leather is strong
and complete with some chaffing on the front below the pocket.
It has fully intact and complete leather lacing and leather piping.
The strap on the back is fleece lined and the leather lining that
greets your hand is especially smooth. This mitt feels great on and
you can pound a nice pocket with your fist. It has a web that is
tightly laced through a 2nd. layer of re-enforcing leather. The Ray
Schalk facsimile signature and the Ray Schalk block letter
stamping on the front are both readable as is the Wilson logo and
model number 507. In the mid 30's the Ray Schalk model catchers
mitt was Wilson's top of the line.
Ray Schalk played major league baseball from 1912-1929.
During those hears he was catcher for the Chicago White Sox and
the New York Giants. He was considered the premier catcher in
baseball during his playing years. He was known as the smartest,
nerviest, and most competent catcher in baseball during his
playing career. He was the first truly mobile catcher, backing up
first and third and the only catcher to make a putout at every base.
All that being said, he was especially known for his handling of
pitchers. For all of these reasons he was rewarded with election
to the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1955.
This is a great glove and a hard one to find. It is in excellent
condition and carries the facsimile signature of the best catcher of
turn of the century baseball, HOF Ray Schalk. Although the web
has been replaced, it is in excellent condition and carries the
facsimile signature of the best catcher of turn of the century
baseball, HOF Ray Schalk…………………………….$185 OBO
=

=

1940's Rudy York OK Basemitt
It’s a near mint model with an interesting and rare extended pocket built into the web. I haven’t seen another like it in
this condition. High-quality all leather construction………………………………………………………………….$195

=

1910’s Spalding White 1” Web Glove
This is a beauty. It’s a 1910’s Spalding adult-sized white 1” web with nice 1908 patent date stampings in the heel. It
is extremely soft inside and out. The lining is calfskin and couldn’t be any softer. It has a super clean brass button as
well as a Spalding tag but it’s a bit muted or faded. It has nearly perfect leather piping. There are no real flaws on
this glove with the exception of a mark or staining on the back of the thumb. It has never been cleaned and could
probably whiten up even more. Just a fantastic feeling glove and very white early Spalding glove that you want to
put on your hand……………………………………………………………………………………………….……$600

=

c. 1911 White Ratch Peerless Duck Web Glove
The black swan is said to be rare. The white duck is even more
rare. In the baseball glove collecting world, the “duck” is
considered to be a pretty rare “bird” itself, with less than two dozen
cataloged in the hobby. The most rare – the WHITE DUCK. This
circa 1911 white Ratsch Peerless Duck Web glove features the rare
iconic yellow and black celluloid button AND the black and gold
patch. For the high end glove collector, this is your chance to own
what many have considered to be one of the best duck web gloves
in the hobby.............................................................................$6,500

=

1950’s Norm Zauchin Dubow 668 Basemitt
This trapper-style basemitt is very clean with rolled leather trim, some silver in the signature and the wooliest wrist band
ever seen. Rare glove…………………………………………………………………………………………….……$50

1930’s Tony Lazzeri Marathon 4227 Glove
Although he was overshadowed by Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and later
Joe DiMaggio, many Yankees considered the scrappy second
baseman the most valuable player on the team. From 1926 to 1937
Lazzeri's bat was a part of what the Yankees' terrified opponents
dubbed "Murder's Row". His glove work around second base led to
him being considered the best at his position during the era his career
spanned. When they played the first All-Star Game in 1933 it was only
natural Tony Lazzeri was the AL's second baseman. To this day
Lazzeri is the only man in baseball history to hit a single, double, triple
and grand slam home run in that order in one game and was the first
in history to hit two grand slams in one game.
This glove is a really nice Marathon 4227 manufactured in the 1930's,
The glove is in excellent condition overall, with a nice endorsement.
Only flaw is a repair between the thumb and palm but, it doesn't take
away from the overall gorgeous condition of this glove!......$135 OBO

=

=

1920’s/30’s George “Boots” Grantham National Basemitt
This is a National George “Boots” Grantham buckleback first basemitt— good lining; nice logo of a bighorn sheep on
a mountain peak. One tear in the perimeter lacing but the lace tucks neatly into the eyelets to hide the tear. Name and
uniform number written on back. Very rare………………………………………………………………………...…$95

=

Warren Spahn Rawlings XPG3 Heart of the Hide Personal Model Glove
This is very clean, with a perfect lining and neatly engraved backwards SS on back of little finger — looks like it was
done with a soldering iron……………………………………………………….…………………………………..…$75

=

1917 Goldsmith TB Glove
This is a 1917 Goldsmith "Illustrated Lion" TB
glove. Sewn web with factory sewn webs joining
the last three fingers. Outseam construction, super
patch and factory stamps. A flagship model and
fantastic in every way……………………...$2,500

=

1930’s Pennant K453 Grommet Flap Web Glove
This is an interesting and rare style glove. It has grommet webs between all the fingers. It’s a seldom seen
style with relatively few known. Our glove buddy Dave Cunningham lovingly referred to them as “Bat Webs”
in his glove books. Although a tough model in any condition, this glove is in awful condition, well the inside
is at least. Here’s the dope. It has that small visible tear below the index finger crotch and the inside lining
is virtually non-existent. Some of the laces aren’t original either but nicely matched. It has nice thick exterior
leather nonetheless………………………………….…………………………….....………………….…$150

=

c. 1911 Ratsch Peerless Duck Web Glove
This top of the line fielder’s glove is in very good condition inside and out and has a nice Ratsch Peerless
button. Box is in rough shape, but all pieces are present. About half of the label is missing. It identifies
model #D100B and pictures a duck web glove. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed………….$6,500

=

1920’s/30’s Wilco Buckle Web 306 Glove
Very nice exterior leather with some wear to the piping at the thumb and wrist. Web is in very good shape. Lining is
worn and checkered in the fingers and palm. Button is not original. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction
guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$175

=

1920’s Christy Mathewson Goldsmith RF46 Spider Web Glove
This is a rare Christy Mathewson store model glove. It’s a 1920’s Goldsmith RF46 fielders glove. This is a
young adult size with strong stampings and a good overall shape. Mathewson is one of the most collectible
of Goldsmith endorsers, very seldom offered………………………….…………………………...$800 OBO

1920’s XAC 1 Inch Web
This is one of the softest gloves I have ever felt inside and out. The buttery soft calfskin type leather feels fantastic
both in the interior and exterior. This is one you want to wear all the time. There are no real flaws to speak of. The
logo is a little light but that’s it. All the seams are tight, it has no ink and it’s all original. This is what they should
all feel like……………………………………………………………………………………….…………….....…$200

=

1930’s Tryon Zipper Back Basemitt
Nearly identical to the Ken Wel. Top line mitt with no flaws. Good Tryon label, but no noticeable
stampings. It has been re-laced. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction guaranteed……………....……….$3,300

=

1930’s/40’s Buckleback Catchers Mitt
No-brand buckleback catcher’s mitt — smooth lining; a couple of eyelets are coming loose; otherwise fine. Highquality mitt……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$55

=

1960’s Larry Sherry Wilson 974CL Glove
USA Wilson Larry Sherry 974CL rolled leather trim, perfect lining, high-quality glove. According to Joe Phillips, the
CL in the model number stood for Chicago Leather, the Wilson plant that turned out a lot of the professional gloves.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$45

=

1920' Rawlings 2BLX Basemitt
The mitt has seen some use but the patch, front markings and overall leather condition are still really good. Nice twotone leather construction with white leather piping…………………………………………………………………...$175

=

1950’s Mort Cooper Rawlings MC Glove
Rawlings Mort Cooper MC — LHT. Rawlings St. Louis label and shield button. Rolled leather trim is flaking on back;
otherwise great condition. Lots of silver in the stamping, including 100% silver signature. High-quality glove…….$75

=

1940’s/50’s Joe Jackson Nokona Basemitt
This is a circa late 1940’s early 50’s Joe Jackson Nokona Junior baseman’s mitt. This model design is
similar to The Latch model introduced by Nokona in 1948. Although Joe Jackson was banned from
baseball after the 1919 World Series scandal, he continued to endorse baseball gloves with Nokona into the
1950’s…………………………………………………………………………………………….…$110 OBO

1950’s Martin Marion Marathon 60-4217 Glove in Box
This is a Rawlings-made Montgomery Ward Playmaker model glove in box. It’s all original but not mint. It could
use a good cleaning. The box is fantastic. It’s sturdy and super clean with no flaws……………..…………...…...$150

=

1950’s Pee Wee Reese Denkert G64LL Glove
Denkert Pee Wee Reese Pro Maker — hardly used; lots of silver in the stamping…………………………………...$45

=

Tim Redding Easton Game-Used & Autographed Glove
This is a Tim Redding "GAME USED & AUTOGRAPHED," Easton, sewn name Professional Model glove. The glove
shows good use (for a pitcher’s glove) light use overall. Beautiful tanned leather with genuine deer skin lining. Made
in the USA! This is an early career glove (with the Houston Astros). There are several photos with Tim using this
model glove at that time………………………………………………………………………………………………$215

=

1930’s Max Bishop R.H. Macy & Co. Glove
This is tough pre-war Hall of Famer. It’s an adult size large buckle back glove with a super nice lining. Feels
great on the hand. The endorsement is bold. My favorite part is the R.H. Macy & Co. New York Logo stamp
in the heel. This is a seldom seen brand made by one of the majors……………………………………...$250

1950’s Marathon 60-4252 Claw Basemitt in Box
This is a Rawlings-made Montgomery Ward Major League Claw model mitt in box. It’s all original but not mint in
any way. The box, however, is fantastic. It’s sturdy and super clean with no flaws……………..………………...$100

=

1930’s Lou Fonseca JC Higgins Glove
Fonseca was a first and second baseman as well as a manager and played for the Reds, Phillies, Indians, and White Sox
during his 12 year career. While not a power hitter, Fonseca's best season was in 1929, with the Indians. This is when
he hit .369 to win the American League batting title, after coming off the 1928 season during which, he broke his leg.
His success was short-lived however, as he broke his arm in 1930 and, a torn ligament in his leg prematurely ended his
playing career. This JC Higgins fielders glove is a very nice example and has a clear endorsement. It will display very
well……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$145 OBO

=

1930’s/40’s Pepper Martin Rawlings 400V Glove
Nice solid glove in & outside. Leather piping. Buckle & strap in great condition. Nice stampings and patch………$210

=

1930’s Heinie Manush 4220 Marathon Glove
This is a high quality 1930’s Heinie Manush 4220 glove. Manush is on the pre-war HOF list. This one has nice
stampings and extremely supple leather. Feels nice on the hand with no holes, ink, rips or tears. This one is
constructed almost identical in quality to the Johnny Mostil Marathon model…………………..………………....$125

=

1930’s Melvin Ott JC Higgins Glove
Mel "Master Melvin" Ott, was a right fielder who played for the New York Giants from 1926 through 1947. He passed
Rogers Hornsby to become the all-time National League home run leader in 1937 and held that title until Willie
Mays passed him in 1966.
This JC Higgins Mel Ott Glove is very clean and soft, with a terrific endorsement!!...........................................$135 OBO

1968-69 MacGregor KC1 Kangaroo Glove
New, mint with box 1968-69 MacGregor KC1 kangaroo outfield baseball glove. It is time to part with my beloved
KC1. I used one as a teenager. These were not openly sold to the public. You had to “know” about them and order
from a professional sport equipment supplier. 12.50" This is for a left-handed thrower, but who would play with this
anyway? Willie Mays used this model glove to make his famous Candlestick Park chain link fence catch over Bobby
Bonds. I am not aware of another new one in existence, along with the original box! It is a “Unicorn.” This will
only gain in value………………………………………..………………………………………………………..$2,499

=

1960's Jim Lemon Nokona TST10 Glove
This is a Jim Lemon Nokona TST10 "Tex Siz-Trap" seven finger glove. A really large glove, Nokona's best with all
the whistles and bells you would expect. Superb condition and on hand feel…………………………………………$250

=

Rawlings HOH PRO-1000 HCD H Web Glove
This one is not even fully broken in………………………………………………………………………………….$135

=

1977 Rod Carew MacGregor M2TS Glove
Rod Carew RARE MacGregor M2TS. This model was only produced in one year (1977!) and was one of MacGregor’s
upper end gloves in that time period. At first glance looks brand new but has light to moderate use. Really nice leather
inside and out with nice deep stampings, no visible ink!.................................................................................................$95

=

1952 Phil Cavaretta Wilson A2002 Ball Hawk 3 Glove & Box
Seldom seen glove is in outstanding shape, has seen minimal use with the usual oil stain. The A2000 debuted in 1951
at Wilson’s top price point and introduced the “Snap Action” hinge, which was an early upgrade toward one-handed
catching. This A2002 Phil Cavarretta Ball Hawk 3 came along in 1952, the last year of the 2-finger models. The
A2000 model returned in 1957 (marketed to professional players) and was a huge success. The box is in very good
condition, but shows the model as A2000 vs. A2002. I bought them together. Offers welcomed. Satisfaction
guaranteed……………………………………………………………………………………………………………$325

